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Playing time: 30 minutes 
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INTRODUCTION
 
Randolph Carter is sitting across from your desk. “The state police have strongly advised 
me to stay out of the area.” One dead companion and two others missing, presumed 
dead; Carter was old money, which went a long way towards explaining why he wasn’t in 
jail. “Uh huh,” is all the enthusiasm you can muster. He continues: “We were looking into 
the creeping death stalking the locals. Poor, squatter types, descendants of the Dutch 
colonists that once claimed the land. Typer put me on to it, and now he’s nowhere to 
be found, of course. Things got out of hand, and I wonder if you’d finish looking into it 
for me?” 

Old money trumps no money when the rent is due, so you tell him you’ll motor out to 
the Catskills and poke around. “Bring an umbrella, he tells you. There are an awful lot of 
storms in the area.” 

As private investigator Howard Lovecraft, you will investigate events based on the stories 
“The Lurking Fear” (1923) and “The Diary of Alonzo Typer” (1938). 
 

OBJECTIVE 
 
Score 5 different types of Clue cards with the Puzzle attribute before the game ends. 

A. Place the four Reference cards on the playing area, as pictured. Use the sides 
without an asterisk (*) for a standard difficulty game.

B. Shuffle the Victim cards. Return one to the box, unseen, and place the others in 
a face-down stack to the right of Reference Card 1. Draw two Victim cards and 
place them face up below Reference Card 2. These are your open cases. 

C. Shuffle the Clue cards. Place them in a face-down stack to the left of Reference 
Card 1. This is the draw stack.

D. Draw 5 Clue cards and place them face up, from right to left, in the five spaces 
to the left of the draw stack. This forms the Leads row. The first card on the left of 
the main row will now be referred to as the First Lead card. 

E. Draw 3 Clue cards and hold them face up. This is your hand. 

CLUE CARDS

CLUE TYPES

INVESTIGATIVE TECHNIQUES

ATTRIBUTES

Person of 
interest

Threat Artifact  Evidence Location  Monster Formula

Collection Surveillance Interview Research

Puzzle LockKey Lightning  Skeleton 
Key

Lightning 
Card

Skeleton 
Lock

Card 
minimum

SETUP 

F. Place the Formula card and the Professional Contact card to the left of your open 
cases. If you have more than one Professional Contact card (from other cases in this 
series), you can use any of them as a substitute.

G. Shuffle the Storm cards. Place them in a face-down stack above Reference Card 4.

GAME PLAY  
 
The game is played over a series of turns until one of the three game-ending conditions is 
met (see GAME END). 

One turn consists of 2 phases: 

1. Action Phase: You must take the First Lead card and perform one of the five   
actions, which are described in detail in the following section. 

2. Maintenance Phase: Perform all four end-of-turn maintenance actions and check 
the three game-ending conditions.

1. ACTION PHASE 

a. Take the First Lead card in hand

Take the First Lead card and add it to your hand. Your hand size is limited to 3 cards. If you 
ever have more than 3 cards in hand, you must immediately discard until you have only 3 
cards left. 
 
DISCARDING CLUE CARDS / TIME PENALTY 

 
Whenever you discard a Clue card for any reason, put it in the Time Penalty area if it has 
the  icon. Otherwise, put it in the Discard area.

b. Play the First Lead card to an open case

Take the First Lead card and play it to an open case. Each open case starts with a 
Victim card and forms its own line of investigation, with Clue cards added to the right of 
previously-played cards. 

You can play the Clue card to an open case if the investigative icon on the left edge of the 
card matches one of the icons on the right edge of the last card in the line of investigation. 
The Clue cards with the ANY icon can be played in any open case and can be combined 
with any other investigative technique. 

LOCKS, KEYS AND OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
 
Some Clue cards have a Lock, Card minimum, Lightning card or Skeleton lock attribute on 
their top left edge. In order to play these cards, the open case must meet the additional 
requirements described below: 
 

• To play a Clue card with the  attribute to an open case, there must be a Clue 
card with the  attribute already in that line of investigation. Each   card 
allows you to play one  card. The cards do not have to be played consecutively.  

• To play a Clue card with the  attribute to an open case, there must be at least 
that many Clue cards already in that line of investigation.

• To play a Clue card with the  attribute to an open case there must be a Storm 
card with the  attribute already in that line of investigation. You can not play more 
than one Clue card with the  attribute in each open case (see STORM CARDS).

• To play a Clue card with the  attribute to an open case there must be a Clue card 
with the  attribute already in that line of investigation (see FORMULA CARD).

MENTAL STRAIN RULE  
 
Long investigations are draining. Each card played to an open case after the seventh 
(which lines up with the Reference Card 1) requires a Stability check before you resolve 
that card’s printed effect(s). When applying this rule, the Victim card does not count but 
the Storm cards do. 
 

STABILITY CHECK  
 
To perform the Stability check, draw the top card of the draw stack. If the card has the  
icon, place it in your Stability Penalty area. Otherwise, discard the card (see DISCARDING 
CLUE CARDS).

CARD EFFECTS  
 
As soon as a Clue or Storm card is played to an open case, you must resolve the card 
effects printed at the bottom of the card, in order from left to right. These effects are 
described in detail in the card effects reference (black effects are mandatory and brown 
effects are optional). 

STORM CARDS 

As soon as you play a third Clue card with the  icon to the same line of investigation, 
after you resolve the clue card’s effects, reveal the top card from the Storm stack and play 
it in that line of investigation, resolving its effects as well.

The Tempest Mountain Clue card allows you to play a Storm card in your line of investiga-
tion without having accumulated the three  icons on it.

Whatever the mode used, each open case can only have one Storm card in its line of 
investigation.

Storm cards are not Clue cards. Therefore, the  symbol does not count when it comes to 
gathering the 5 different types of Clue cards needed to close a case. Storm cards are the 
only ones that contain the  attribute required by some Clue cards, although only 2 of the 
4 Storm cards contain that attribute.
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FORMULA CARD

The Third Aklo Ritual Formula card is outside the draw stack and can be obtained in two 
different ways: 

• By playing in the same line of investigation two Clue cards, each bearing half of the 
Formula symbol, consecutively in the correct order. Resolve the effects of the card 
just played before taking the Formula card. 

OR 
• By gathering both parts of the formula in the Closed Cases and/or Big Picture areas. 

 
In both cases, the Formula card is obtained immediately and is taken to your hand, always 
respecting the hand size limit of 3. 

The Formula card is one more Clue card, although it is the only one that contains the  
clue type, besides the combined  and  attributes. This card will therefore count when 
it comes to gathering the 5 different types of Clue cards needed to close a case, and it can 
also be one of the Puzzle cards required to win the game. 

The  attribute allows you to play the card containing the  attribute or use it as a 
common key to play a card with the   attribute.
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c. Discard the First Lead card and play a card from your hand to an open case
 
Discard the First Lead card (see DISCARDING CLUE CARDS) and play a Clue card from your 
hand, using the same rules described previously. 
 
d. Discard the First Lead card and close an open case
 
Discard the First Lead card (see DISCARDING CLUE CARDS) and close one of your open ca-
ses. An open case can be closed if its line of investigation consists of at least five different 
types of Clue cards. Neither the Victim card nor the Storm cards are Clue cards. 

You can score any Clue cards with the  attribute in that case if, when these are remo-
ved, there are still at least 5 different types of Clue cards remaining in the case. 

Place the scored Clue cards in the Big Picture area, and all other cards from the closed 
case in your Closed Cases area (above Reference Card 3). If there is a Storm card in the 
closed case, this card is removed from the game. If you have no more open cases, reshuffle 
all cards in the Discard and Time Penalty areas into the draw stack, then draw a new Victim 
card.
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COMPONENTS 

50 Clue cards 
6 Victim cards 
4 Reference cards 
1 Professional Contact card 

4 Storm cards 
1 Formula card 
3 Player Aid cards



STABILITY BONUS 
 

If you close a case which contains all 6 types of Clue cards (before scoring the  cards), 
you may draw one card from the Stability Penalty area.
 
e. Discard the First Lead card and pass

Discard the First Lead card (see DISCARDING CLUE CARDS) and proceed to the maintenan-
ce phase immediately. 
 

2. MAINTENANCE PHASE
 
Before starting your next turn, you must perform each of these steps in the following order: 

a. Check victory condition

If you have five or more  Clue cards of different types in your Big Picture area, you win. 
Otherwise, continue playing.
 

b. Check Stability Penalty area
 

If the number of cards in your Stability Penalty area is equal to or greater than 5, you lose. 

c. Check Time Penalty area
 

If the number of cards in your Time Penalty area is equal to or greater than 5, you must: 
 

• Draw a new Victim card and start a new open case below the others. If there are no 
Victim cards when you must draw one, you lose. 

• Place all cards currently in the Time Penalty area in the Discard area. 
 

d. Refill Leads row
 

Move all the Clue cards in the Leads row to the left, closing any gaps. Draw cards from the 
draw stack to fill the empty spaces in the Leads row, from left to right. 

CARD EFFECTS
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RUNNING OUT OF LEADS 

 

At any point during the game, if you must draw a card from the draw stack but find it empty, 
you must: 
 

• Draw a new Victim card and start a new open case below the others. If there are 
no Victim cards when you must draw one, you lose. 

• Take all cards from the Discard area, shuffle them, and form a new draw stack 
with those cards. 

• Draw the necessary card(s) and continue with your turn. 

PROFESSIONAL CONTACT 

At any time during the game, as a free action, you can use the card effect listed on either 
side of your contact. Remove the card from the game once used. 

• Side 1. Perform a Stability Check and then play a Clue card with the  or  
attribute even though there is no card with the  or  attribute in that open 
case that allows you to.

• Side 2. Choose a card from the Time Penalty area or the Stability Penalty area, 
and add it to your hand.

Side 1 Side 2

GAME END  
 
The game ends immediately when any of the following conditions is met: 
 
1. The number of  Clue cards of different types in your Big Picture area is at least 5 during 
your maintenance phase. You win.
2. The number of Clue cards in your Stability Penalty area is equal to (or greater than) 5 during 
your maintenance phase. You lose. 
3. There are no Victim cards remaining but you must draw one. You lose.

GAME SETTINGS  
 
These are settings that you can change to adjust the difficulty level of the game. Each of the 
settings can be changed independently of the others. The rules assume the default setting for 
each of these options. Adjust the rules to reflect the new settings when playing.
 

OPTION 1: Victory condition
Adjust by using the reverse of the Reference Card 3 during setup. 
 

• 5 different  Clue card types (default and easy)
• 5 different  Clue card types, of which one must be the Ancient Forgotten One 

card (difficult)
 

OPTION 2: Number of Victim cards 
Adjust during setup, step B. 
 

• 4 Victim cards (difficult) 
• 5 Victim cards (default) 
• 6 Victim cards (easy) 

 

OPTION 3: Stability and Time limits 
Adjust by using the reverse of the Reference Card 4 during setup. 
 

• Limits of 5 (default and difficult) 
• Limits of 6 (easy) 
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In this example, the player decides to close the case as it now contains 6 different types of clues, which also gives them the Stability Bonus. They only score the  clue (with the    attribute) that they place in the Big Picture area. 
They cannot score any more clues with the  attribute because if they did so, they would be left with fewer than 5 different types of Clue cards in the case. They place the other cards, including the   clue and the  clue, but not 
the Storm card (which is removed from the game) in the Closed Cases area. 

IF YOU ENJOYED THIS SECOND CASE DON’T MISS 

THE FIRST TITLE IN THE SERIES:

THE WITCH CULT MURDERS

SECOND EDITION NOW AVAILABLE


